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Did You Know???
MNL News Roundup
Dixie Drager wants all the guys to stop calling for "the
time being." The red-haired trendsetter said, "While
flattered, and contrary to rumors from the Sheriff’s
department, my boyfriend's parole hearing is 'back on
track' and 'appears to be heading for a swift resolution'
in late 2013 or 2014.”

Pope Benedict XVI is red-faced about the recent
confirmation of Andrew Jeffrey Knute McGrory. “I was
texting Andy last month and double-dared him to go for
a wacky confirm name. Now, I owe the kid 500 Euros
and the Popemobile for the 2010 prom.”

The Briggs Bail Bonds Company is closing down its
Iowa City branch and planning to open a new location
in Northfield. “It was odd,” said John Briggs, “business
in Iowa City just stopped mid-May, but our research
shows that Northfield is going to be a gold mine for the
next four years.”

Barry Thompson changed his name
to Billy Dee Thompson-Williams. “I
changed for two reasons,” said the
ageless Skipper legend. “One, the wife
has been doing the third name thing
for years. And two, I am constantly
being asked for Billy Dee Williams’ autograph. At least
now, I can sign them with a clean, cool conscience.”

Andy Lands Summer Job with Trump
“I Highly Doubt If I Will Change™”
(Manhattan) “It’s great to see you, really
great” said Andy Lohrmann during his
interview with the MNL New York Editor. The
young executive was busy in his summer
intern role with Donald Trump but took time
to sit down for an interview with the paper.
“I miss the less hectic pace of the upper
Midwest and most of my relatives like Uncle
Whathisname,” yawned the almost-newlywed.
“But as I told Jenny at dinner last night at the
Waldorf-Astoria: I don’t think this town or
Donald Trump will change me one bit. In fact,
I highly doubt if I will change.” Immediately
after the quote, Andy left to attend to “some
business things” as his publicist quickly
trademarked the quote at his insistence.
When asked when the young power couple
was planning on returning to Minnesota, the
publicist laughed and said, “Never.”
His rise within the senior management ranks
of the Trump Corporation has been very
impressive but many claim that Jenny is the
power behind the throne. “Andy is more the
pretty face behind Jenny’s brains,” said
Faribault’s top image consultant, Lorraine
Miller “I have been working with Andy to
further his career but everyone knows that
Jenny is the real star here. He would do well
to listen to her wise guidance more often.”

